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Abstract—In this paper, a time-varying distributed convex optimization
problem is studied for continuous-time multi-agent systems. The objective
is to minimize the sum of local time-varying cost functions, each of
which is known to only an individual agent, through local interaction.
Here the optimal point is time varying and creates an optimal trajectory.
Control algorithms are designed for the cases of single-integrator and
double-integrator dynamics. In both cases, a centralized approach is
first introduced to solve the optimization problem. Then this problem
is solved in a distributed manner and a discontinuous algorithm based
on the signum function is proposed in each case. In the case of single-
integrator (respectively, double-integrator) dynamics, each agent relies
only on its own position and the relative positions (respectively, positions
and velocities) between itself and its neighbors. A gain adaption scheme
is introduced in both algorithms to eliminate certain global information
requirement. To relax the restricted assumption imposed on feasible cost
functions, an estimator based algorithm using the signum function is
proposed, where each agent uses dynamic average tracking as a tool
to estimate the centralized control input. As a trade-off, the estimator
based algorithm necessitates communication between neighbors. Then
in the case of double-integrator dynamics, the proposed algorithms are
further extended. Two continuous algorithms based on, respectively, a
time-varying and a fixed boundary layer are proposed as continuous
approximations of the signum function. To account for inter-agent
collision for physical agents, a distributed convex optimization problem
with swarm tracking behavior is introduced for both single-integrator
and double-integrator dynamics. It is shown that the center of the agents
tracks the optimal trajectory, the connectivity of the agents is maintained
and inter-agent collision is avoided. Finally, numerical examples are
included for illustration.
I. INTRODUCTION
The distributed optimization problem has attracted a significant
attention recently. It arises in many applications of multi-agent
systems, where agents cooperate in order to accomplish various tasks
as a team in a distributed and optimal fashion. We are interested in a
class of distributed convex optimization problems, where the goal is
to minimize the sum of local cost functions, each of which is known
to only an individual agent.
The incremental subgradient algorithm is introduced as one of
the earlier approaches addressing this problem [1], [2]. In this
algorithm an estimate of the optimal point is passed through the
network while each agent makes a small adjustment on it. Recently
some significant results based on the combination of consensus and
subgradient algorithms have been published [3]–[5]. For example,
this combination is used in [4] for solving the coupled optimization
problems with a fixed undirected graph. A projected subgradient
algorithm is proposed in [5], where each agent is required to lie in its
own convex set. It is shown that all agents can reach an optimal point
in the intersection of all agents’ convex sets even for a time-varying
communication graph with doubly stochastic edge weight matrices.
However, all the aforementioned works are based on discrete-time
algorithms. Recently, some new research is conducted on distributed
optimization problems for multi-agent systems with continuous-time
dynamics. Such a scheme has applications in motion coordination
of multi-agent systems. For example, multiple physical vehicles
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modelled by continuous-time dynamics might need to rendezvous
at a team optimal location. In [6], a generalized class of zero-
gradient sum controllers is introduced for twice differentiable strongly
convex functions under an undirected graph. In [7], a continuous-
time version of [5] for directed and undirected graphs is studied,
where it is assumed that each agent is aware of the convex optimal
solution set of its own cost function and the intersection of all
these sets is nonempty. Article [8] derives an explicit expression
for the convergence rate and ultimate error bounds of a continuous-
time distributed optimization algorithm. In [9], a general approach
is given to address the problem of distributed convex optimization
with equality and inequality constraints. A proportional-integral al-
gorithm is introduced in [10]–[12], where [11] considers strongly
connected weight balanced directed graphs and [12] extends these
results using discrete-time communication updates. A distributed
optimization problem is studied in [13] with the adaptivity and finite-
time convergence properties.
In continuous-time optimization problems, the agents are usually
assumed to have single-integrator dynamics. However, a broad class
of vehicles requires double-integrator dynamic models. In addition,
having time-invariant cost functions is a common assumption in the
literature. However, in many applications the local cost functions
are time varying, reflecting the fact that the optimal point could be
changing over time and creates a trajectory. There are just a few works
in the literature addressing the distributed optimization problem with
time-varying cost functions [14]–[16]. In those works, there exist
bounded errors converging to the optimal trajectory. For example,
the economic dispatch problem for a network of power generating
units is studied in [14], where it is proved that the algorithm is robust
to slowly time-varying loads. In particular, it is shown that for time-
varying loads with bounded first and second derivatives the optimiza-
tion error will remain bounded. In [15], a distributed time-varying
stochastic optimization problem is considered, where it is assumed
that the cost functions are strongly convex, with Lipschitz continuous
gradients. It is proved that under the persistent excitation assumption,
a bounded error in expectation will be achieved asymptotically. In
[16], a distributed discrete-time algorithm based on the alternating
direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is introduced to optimize a
time-varying cost function. It is proved that for strongly convex cost
functions with Lipschitz continuous gradients, if the primal optimal
solutions drift slowly enough with time, the primal and dual variables
are close to their optimal values.
Furthermore, in all articles on distributed optimization mentioned
above, the agents will eventually approach a common optimal point
while in some applications it is desirable to achieve swarm behavior.
The goal of flocking or swarming with a leader is that a group of
agents tracks a leader with only local interaction while maintaining
connectivity and avoiding inter-agent collision [17]–[20]. Swarm
tracking algorithms are studied in [18] and [19], where it is assumed
that the leader is a neighbor of all followers and has a constant
and time-varying velocity, respectively. In [20], swarm tracking
algorithms via a variable structure approach are introduced, where the
leader is a neighbor of only a subset of the followers. In the afore-
mentioned studies, the leader plans the trajectory for the team and the
agents are not directly assigned to complete a task cooperatively. In
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2[21], the agents are assigned a task to estimate a stationary field while
exhibiting cohesive motions. Although optimizing a certain team
criterion while performing the swarm behavior is a highly motivated
task in many multi-agent applications, it has not been addressed in
the literature.
The introduced framework, distributed continuous-time time-
varying optimization, is of great significance in motion coordination.
Here, multiple agents cooperatively achieve motion coordination
while optimizing a time-varying team objective function with only
local information and interaction. For example, multiple spacecraft
might need to dock at a moving location distributively with only local
information and interaction such that the total team performance is
optimized. Multiple agents moving in a formation or swarm with
local information and interaction might need to cooperatively figure
out what optimal trajectory the virtual leader or center of the team
should follow and that knowledge would help the individual agents
specify their motions. Furthermore, there is a significant need to use
distributed optimization in various applications such as economic
dispatch, internet congestion control, and home automation with
smart electrical devices. While the studies in the aforementioned
applications would be simplified by assuming that the changing rate
of the cost functions or the constraints, is small and hence treated
as invariant in each time interval, it might be more realistic and
relevant to explicitly take into account the time-varying nature of
the cost functions or constraints. As a result, distributed continuous-
time optimization algorithms with time-varying cost functions or
constraints might serve as continuous-time solvers to figure out the
optimal trajectory in these applications.
In this paper, we are faced with several challenges such as:
1) Having time-varying cost functions, which generally changes
the problem from finding the fixed optimal point to tracking the
optimal trajectory. 2) Solving the problem in a distributed manner
using only local information and local interaction. 3) Solving the
problem for continuous-time single-integrator and double-integrator
dynamics, where in the latter case there is only direct control on
agents’ accelerations. 4) In our algorithms, the signum function is
employed to compensate for the effect of the inconsistent internal
time-varying optimization signals among the agents so that the agents
can reach consensus. As the signum function might cause chattering
in some applications, it is replaced with continuous approximations
in some algorithms but additional challenges in analysis would result
from the replacement. 5) Providing analysis on optimization error
bounds in scenarios where the agents’ states cannot reach consensus.
6) The coexistence of the optimization objective and the inherent
nonlinearity of the swarm tracking behavior. Our preliminary attempts
for solving the distributed convex optimization problem with time-
varying cost functions have been presented in [22], [23].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, the notation and preliminaries used throughout this paper are
introduced. In Section III, the case of single-integrator dynamics is
studied. In Subsection III-A, a centralized approach is introduced.
Then, in Subsections III-B and III-C, two discontinuous algorithms
are proposed to solve the problem in a distributed manner. In Section
IV, the case of double-integrator dynamics is studied. In Subsection
IV-A, a centralized algorithm is introduced. Then in Subsections
IV-B and IV-C two discontinuous algorithms are defined to solve
the problem in a distributed manner. Subsections IV-D and IV-E are
devoted to extend the proposed discontinuous control algorithms.
In the discontinuous algorithms, the signum function is used but
it might cause chattering in some applications. Two continuous
algorithms are proposed to avoid the chattering effect, where a time-
varying and a time-invariant approximation of the signum function
are employed in Subsections IV-D and IV-E, respectively. In Section
V, the distributed convex optimization problem with swarm tracking
behavior is studied, where two algorithms for single-integrator and
double-integrator dynamics are designed in Subsections V-A and V-B,
respectively. Finally in Section VI, numerical examples are given for
illustration.
II. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
The following notations are adopted throughout this paper. R+
denotes the set of positive real numbers. The cardinality of a set S is
denoted by |S|. I denotes the index set {1, ..., N}; The transpose of
matrix A and vector x are shown as AT and xT , respectively. ‖x‖p
denotes the p-norm of the vector x. We define sig(z)α = |z|αsgn(z),
where z ∈ R and α > 0. Let 1n and 0n denote the column vectors
of n ones and zeros, respectively. In denotes the n × n identity
matrix. For matrix A and B, the Kronecker product is denoted by
A⊗B. The gradient and Hessian of function f are denoted by ∇f
and H , respectively. The matrix inequality A > (≥)B, A < (≤)B,
A > (≥)0 and A < (≤)0 mean that A−B, B −A, A and −A are
positive (semi)definite, respectively. Let λmin[A] and λmax[A] denote,
respectively, the smallest and the largest eigenvalue of the matrix A.
Let a triplet G = (V, E ,A) be an undirected graph, where V =
{1, ..., N} is the node set and E ⊆ V × V is the edge set, and A =
[aij ] ∈ RN×N is the adjacency matrix. An edge between agents i and
j, denoted by e = (i, j) ∈ E , means that they can obtain information
from each other. In an undirected graph the edges (i, j) and (j, i) are
equivalent. We assume (i, i) 6∈ E . The adjacency matrix A is defined
as aij = aji = 1 if (i, j) ∈ E and aij = 0 otherwise. The set of
neighbors of agent i is denoted by Ni = {j ∈ V : (j, i) ∈ E}. A
sequence of edges of the form (i, j), (j, k), ..., where i, j, k ∈ V, is a
path. The graph G is connected if there is a path from every node to
every other node. By arbitrarily assigning an orientation for the edges
in G, let D = [dik] ∈ RN×|E| be the incidence matrix associated with
G, where dik = −1 if the edge ek leaves node i, dik = 1 if it enters
node i, and dik = 0 otherwise. Let the Laplacian matrix L = [lij ] ∈
RN×N associated with the graph G be defined as lii = ∑Nj=1,j 6=i aij
and lij = −aij for i 6= j. Note that L , DDT . The Laplacian
matrix L is symmetric positive semidefinite. The undirected graph G
is connected if and only if L has a simple zero eigenvalue with the
corresponding eigenvector 1N and all other eigenvalues are positive
[24]. When the graph G is connected, we order the eigenvalues of L as
λ1[L] = 0 < λ2[L] ≤ ... ≤ λN [L]. Particularly, λ2[L] is the second
smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix L. The above notations
can also be adopted for time-varying graphs, where G(t),A(t), D(t)
and L(t) are, respectively, the undirected graph, the adjacency matrix,
the incidence matrix and the Laplacian matrix at time t. For the time-
varying graph G(t), λi[L(t)],∀i ∈ I, is a function of t. As long
as G(t) is connected, λ2[L(t)] is uniformly lower bounded above 0
because there is only a finite number of possible L(t) associated with
G(t).
Lemma 2.1: [25] The second smallest eigenvalue λ2[L] of the
Laplacian matrix L associated with the undirected connected graph
G satisfies λ2[L] = minxT 1N=0,x 6=0N x
TLx
xT x
.
Lemma 2.2: Let f(x) : Rm → R be a continuously differentiable
convex function. The function f(x) is minimized at x∗ if and only
if ∇f(x∗) = 0 [26]. Furthermore, for any strictly convex function
h(x) : Rm → R, the optimal solution x∗, assuming that it exists, is
unique [27].
Lemma 2.3: [28] The symmetric real matrix
(
Q S
ST R
)
is
positive definite if and only if one of the following conditions hold:
(i) Q > 0, R− STQ−1S > 0; or (ii) R > 0, Q− SR−1ST > 0.
3III. TIME-VARYING CONVEX OPTIMIZATION FOR
SINGLE-INTEGRATOR DYNAMICS
Consider a multi-agent system consisting of N physical agents
with an interaction topology described by the undirected graph G. It is
common to adopt single-integrator or double-integrator models. Here,
suppose that the agents satisfy the continuous-time single-integrator
dynamics
x˙i(t) = ui(t), i ∈ I, (1)
where xi(t) ∈ Rm is the position, and ui(t) ∈ Rm is the control
input of agent i. Note that xi(t) and ui(t) are functions of time.
Later for ease of notation we will write them as xi and ui. A time-
varying local cost function fi : Rm × R+ → R is assigned to agent
i ∈ I, which is known to only agent i. The team cost function
is denoted by
∑N
i=1 fi(x, t) and assumed to be convex. Note that
here only
∑N
i=1 fi(x, t) is required to be convex but not necessarily
each fi(x, t). Our objective is to design ui for (1) using only local
information and local interaction with neighbors such that all agents
track the optimal state x∗(t), where x∗(t) is the minimizer of the
time-varying convex optimization problem
min
x∈Rm
N∑
i=1
fi(x, t). (2)
Assumption 3.1: There exists a continuous x∗(t) that minimizes
the team cost function
∑N
i=1 fi(x, t).
Because the inverse of the Hessian will be used in our algorithm,
we need one of the following assumptions to guarantee its existence.
Assumption 3.2: The function
∑N
i=1 fi(x, t) is twice continu-
ously differentiable with respect to x, with invertible Hessian∑N
j=1 Hj(x,t), ∀x, t.
Assumption 3.3: Each function fi(x, t) is twice continuously dif-
ferentiable with respect to x, with invertible Hessian Hi(x, t), ∀x, t.
A. Centralized Time-Varying Convex Optimization
As a first step in this subsection, we focus on the time-varying
convex optimization problem of
min
x
f0(x, t), (3)
where f0 : Rm × R+ → R is convex in x, for single-integrator
dynamics
x˙ = u, (4)
where x, u ∈ Rm are the system’s state and control input, respec-
tively. Next, an algorithm adapted from [29] will be proposed to solve
the problem defined by (3) for the system (4). The control input is
proposed for (4) as
u = −H−10 (x, t)(τ∇f0(x, t) + ∂∂t∇f0(x, t)), (5)
where τ > 0 is a positive coefficient; ∇f0(x, t) and H0(x, t) are
respectively, the first and the second derivative of the cost function
f0(x, t) with respect to x, namely, the gradient and Hessian.
Theorem 3.4: Suppose that f0 satisfies Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2.
Using (5) for (4), x(t) converges to the optimal trajectory x∗0(t), the
minimizer of (3), i.e., limt→∞[x(t)− x∗0(t)] = 0.
Proof: Define the positive-definite Lyapunov function candidate
W = 1
2
∇f0(x, t)T∇f0(x, t). The derivative of W along the system
(4) with the control input (5) is W˙ = ∇f0(x, t)TH0(x, t)x˙ +
∇f0(x, t)T ∂∂t∇f0(x, t) = −τ∇f0(x, t)T∇f0(x, t). Therefore,
W˙ < 0 for ∇f0 6= 0. This guarantees that ∇f0 will asymptotically
converge to zero when t→∞. Then by using Lemma 2.2 and under
Assumption 3.1, it is easy to see that x(t) converges to x∗0(t), and
f0 will be minimized.
Remark 3.5: There exist other choices for the control input u
instead of the one proposed in (5). For example, u = −τ∇f0(x, t)−
H−10 (x, t)
∂
∂t
∇f0(x, t) might be used. In this alternative control
input, it can be seen that for a time-invariant cost function,
∂
∂t
∇f0(x, t) = 0. Hence we will have the well-known gradient
descent algorithm. For a time-invariant cost function, the proposed
algorithm (5) will become a Newton algorithm, which is generally
much faster than the gradient descent algorithm.
The results from Theorem 3.4 can be extended to minimize the
convex function
∑N
i=1 fi(x, t). If Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 hold, with
u = (
N∑
j=1
Hj(x, t))
−1(τ N∑
j=1
∇fj(x, t) +
N∑
j=1
∂
∂t
∇fj(x, t)
)
(6)
for (4), the function
∑N
i=1 fi(x, t) is minimized. Unfortunately, (6)
is a centralized solution for agents with single-integrator dynamics
relying on the knowledge of all fi, i ∈ I. In Subsections III-B and
III-C, (6) will be exploited to propose two algorithms for solving
the time-varying convex optimization problem for single-integrator
dynamics in a distributed manner.
B. Distributed Time-Varying Convex Optimization Using Neighbors’
Positions
In this subsection, we focus on solving the distributed time-varying
convex optimization problem (2) for agents with single-integrator
dynamics (1). Each agent has access to only its own position and
the relative positions between itself and its neighbors. In some
applications, the relative positions can be obtained by using only
agents’ local sensing capabilities, which might in turn eliminate the
communication necessity between agents. The problem defined in (2)
is equivalent to
min
xi
N∑
i=1
fi(xi, t) subject to xi = xj , ∀i, j ∈ I. (7)
Intuitively, the problem is deformed as a consensus problem and a
minimization problem on the team cost function
∑N
i=1 fi(xi, t). Here
the goal is that the states xi(t),∀i ∈ I, converge to the optimal
trajectory x∗(t), i.e.,
lim
t→∞
[xi(t)− x∗(t)] = 0. (8)
The control input is proposed for (1) as
ui =−
∑
j∈Ni
βijsgn
(
xi − xj
)
+ φi,
β˙ij = ‖xi − xj‖1 , j ∈ Ni, (9)
φi ,−H−1i (xi, t)
(∇fi(xi, t) + ∂
∂t
∇fi(xi, t)
)
,
where φi is an internal signal, βij is a varying gain with βij(0) =
βji(0) ≥ 0, and sgn(·) is the signum function defined componen-
twise. Note that φi depends on only agent i’s position. Here (9)
is a discontinuous controller. It is worth mentioning that unlike
continuous or smooth systems, the equilibrium concept of setting
the right hand equal to zero to find the equilibrium point might not
be valid for discontinuous systems. Let X = [xT1 , xT2 , ..., xTN ]
T ,
and Φ = [φT1 , φT2 , ..., φTN ]
T denote, respectively, the aggregated
states and the aggregated internal signals of the N agents. We
also define Π , IN − 1N 1N1TN . Define agent i’s consensus error
as eXi = xi − 1N
∑N
`=1 x`. Define the consensus error vector
eX = (Π ⊗ Im)X . Note that Π has one simple zero eigenvalue
4with 1N as its right eigenvector and has 1 as its other eigenvalue
with the multiplicity N − 1. Then it is easy to see that eX = 0 if
and only if xi = xj ∀i, j ∈ I.
Remark 3.6: With the signum function in the proposed algorithms
in this paper, the right-hand sides of the closed-loop systems are
discontinuous. Thus, the solution should be investigated in terms of
differential inclusions by using nonsmooth analysis [30], [31]. How-
ever, since the signum function is measurable and locally essentially
bounded, the Filippov solutions of the closed-loop dynamics always
exist. Also the Lyapunov function candidates adopted in the proofs
hereafter are continuously differentiable. Therefore, the set-valued
Lie derivative of them is a singleton at the discontinuous points and
the proofs still hold. To avoid symbol redundancy, we do not use the
differential inclusions in the proofs. Furthermore, Filippov solutions
are absolutely continuous curves [30], which means that the agents’
states are continuous functions.
The remainder of this subsection is devoted to the verification of
the algorithm (9). In Proposition 1, we will show that the agents reach
consensus using (9). Then this result will be used in Theorem 3.9 to
prove that the agents minimize the team cost function as t→∞.
Definition 3.7: Defining a′ij = aijβij , a new Laplacian matrix
L′ = [l′ij ] ∈ RN×N is introduced, where l′ii =
∑N
j=1,j 6=i a
′2
ij and
l′ij = −a′2ij for i 6= j. Since a′ij = a′ji, the matrix L′ is symmetric.
Similar to the definition of D, D′ , [d′ij ] ∈ Rn×m is the incidence
matrix associated with L′, where d′ij = −a′ij if the edge ej leaves
node i, dij = a′ij if it enters node i, and dij = 0 otherwise. Thus,
L′ can be given by L′ = D′D′T .
Assumption 3.8: With φi defined in (9), there exists a positive
constant φ¯ such that ‖φi − φj‖2 ≤ φ¯, ∀i, j ∈ I, and ∀t.
Proposition 1: Suppose that the graph G is connected and As-
sumption 3.8 holds. The system (1) with the algorithm (9) reaches
consensus, i.e, xi = xj , ∀i, j ∈ I, as t→∞.
Proof: Using Definition 3.7, the closed-loop system (1) with the
control input (9) can be recast into a compact form as
X˙ = −(D′ ⊗ Im)sgn
(
[DT ⊗ Im]X
)
+ Φ, (10)
where D and D′ are defined in Section II and Definition 3.7,
respectively. We can rewrite (10) as
e˙X =− (D′ ⊗ Im)sgn
(
[DT ⊗ Im]eX
)
+ (Π⊗ Im)Φ, (11)
where we have used the fact that ΠD′ = D′. Define the Lyapunov
function candidate
W =
1
2
eTXeX +
1
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(βij − β¯)2,
where β¯ > 0 is to be selected. The time derivative of W along (11)
can be obtained as
W˙ =− eTX(D′ ⊗ Im)sgn
(
[DT ⊗ Im]eX
)
+ eTX(Π⊗ Im)Φ
+
1
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(βij − β¯)β˙ij
=−
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
βij
2
∥∥eXi − eXj∥∥1 (12)
+
1
2N
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
(eXi − eXj )(φi − φj)
+
1
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(βij − β¯)(‖xi − xj‖1)
= −
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
βij
2
∥∥eXi − eXj∥∥1
+
1
2N
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
(eXi − eXj )(φi − φj)−
β¯
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
∥∥eXi − eXj∥∥1
+
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
βij
2
∥∥eXi − eXj∥∥1
≤ 1
2N
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
∥∥eXi − eXj∥∥1 ‖φi − φj‖
− β¯
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
∥∥eXi − eXj∥∥1
≤ φ¯
2N
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
∥∥eXi − eXj∥∥1 − β¯2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
∥∥eXi − eXj∥∥1 ,
where the last inequality holds under Assumption 3.8. Because G is
connected, we have
W˙ ≤ φ¯
2
max
i
{
N∑
j=1,j 6=i
∥∥eXi − eXj∥∥1} − β¯2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
∥∥eXi − eXj∥∥1
≤ (N − 1)φ¯
4
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
∥∥eXi − eXj∥∥1 − β¯2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
∥∥eXi − eXj∥∥1 .
Selecting β¯ such that β¯ > (N−1)φ¯
2
, we have
W˙ ≤( (N − 1)φ¯
4
− β¯
2
)
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
∥∥eXi − eXj∥∥1 (13)
=(
(N − 1)φ¯
2
− β¯)eTX(D ⊗ Im)sgn
(
[DT ⊗ Im]eX
)
≤ ( (N − 1)φ¯
2
− β¯)
∥∥∥(DT ⊗ Im)eX∥∥∥
1
≤ ( (N − 1)φ¯
2
− β¯)
√
eTX(DD
T ⊗ Im)eX
≤ ( (N − 1)φ¯
2
− β¯)
√
λ2[L] ‖eX‖2 < 0,
where in the last inequality the fact that L = DDT and Lemma
2.1 have been used. Therefore, having W ≥ 0 and W˙ ≤ 0, we can
conclude that eX ∈ L∞. By integrating both sides of (13), we can
see that eX ∈ L2. Now, applying Barbalat’s Lemma [32], we obtain
that eX will converge to zero asymptomatically and hence the agents’
positions reach consensus, i.e, xi = xj , ∀i, j ∈ I, as t→∞.
Theorem 3.9: Suppose that the graph G is connected, and Assump-
tions 3.1, 3.3 and 3.8 hold. If Hi(xi, t) = Hj(xj , t),∀t, ∀i, j ∈ I,
by employing the algorithm (9) for the system (1), the optimization
goal (8) is achieved.
Proof: Define the Lyapunov function candidate
W =
1
2
(
N∑
j=1
∇fj(xj))T (
N∑
j=1
∇fj(xj)), (14)
where W is positive definite with respect to
∑N
j=1∇fj(xj).
The time derivative of W can be obtained as W˙ =
(
∑N
j=1∇fj(xj))T (
∑N
j=1 Hj x˙j+
∑N
j=1
∂
∂t
∇fj(xj)). Under the as-
sumption of identical Hessians, we will have
W˙ = (
N∑
j=1
∇fj(xj))T (Hi)(
N∑
j=1
x˙j +H
−1
i
N∑
j=1
∂
∂t
∇fj(xj)). (15)
On the other hand, by using (9) for the system (1) and summing up
both sides for j ∈ I, we know that ∑Nj=1 x˙j = ∑Nj=1 φj . Then
5we can rewrite (15) as W˙ = −(∑Nj=1∇fj(xj))T (∑Nj=1∇fj(xj).
Therefore, W˙ < 0 for
∑N
j=1∇fj(xj) 6= 0. This guarantees that∑N
j=1∇fj(xj) will asymptomatically converge to zero. Now, under
the assumption that
∑N
i=1 fi(x, t) is convex, using Proposition 1 and
Lemma 2.2, it is easy to see that under Assumption 3.1 as t → ∞
the team cost function
∑N
i=1 fi(xi, t) will be minimized, where xi =
xj , ∀i, j ∈ I.
Remark 3.10: In (9) each agent i is required to know
∂
∂t
∇fi(xi, t), which might be restrictive. However, there are appli-
cations where each agent knows the closed form of its own local cost
function (e.g., motion control with an optimization objective) or at
least the agent knows how the cost function is varying with respect to
time (e.g., home automation). For example, in motion control with an
optimization objective, it is possible that each agent knows the closed
form of its local cost function or in home automation smart electrical
devices need to agree on the total amount of energy consumption that
maximizes an overall utility function formed by the sum of the utility
functions of the devices. However, a varying price rate for electricity
during a day makes the optimization problem time varying. Although
the price rate of the electricity is varying during the day, it is known
to the agents beforehand. Hence, calculating ∂
∂t
∇fi(xi, t) might not
be an issue in this application. Furthermore, there are algorithms to
estimate the derivative of a function by knowing only the value of
the function at each time t. How to apply the idea to distributed
continuous-time time-varying optimization is a possible direction for
our future studies.
Remark 3.11: Assumption 3.8 intuitively places a bound on the
Hessians and the changing rates of the gradients of the cost functions
with respect to t. In Appendix A, we will show that Assump-
tion 3.8 holds if the cost functions with identical Hessians satisfy
certain conditions such that the boundedness of ‖xi − xj‖2 for
all t guarantees the boundedness of ‖∇fj(xj , t)−∇fi(xi, t)‖2
and
∥∥ ∂
∂t
∇fj(xj , t)− ∂∂t∇fi(xi, t)
∥∥
2
, ∀i, j ∈ I, for all t. For
example, consider the cost functions commonly used for energy
minimization, e.g., fi(xi, t) = (axi + gi(t))2, where a is a positive
constant and gi(t) is a time-varying function particularly for agent
i. For these cost functions, the boundedness of ‖xi − xj‖2 for
all t guarantees the boundedness of ‖∇fj(xj , t)−∇fi(xi, t)‖2
and
∥∥ ∂
∂t
∇fj(xj , t)− ∂∂t∇fi(xi, t)
∥∥
2
, ∀i, j ∈ I, for all t, if
‖gi(t)− gj(t)‖2 and ‖g˙i(t)− g˙j(t)‖2 are bounded. Hence to satisfy
Assumption 3.8 for fi(xi, t) = (axi+gi(t))2, it is sufficient to have
a bound on ‖gi(t)− gj(t)‖2 and ‖g˙i(t)− g˙j(t)‖2.
In Subsection III-C an estimator-based algorithm is introduced,
where the assumption on identical Hessians is relaxed.
C. Estimator-Based Distributed Time-Varying Convex Optimization
In this subsection, an estimator-based algorithm is designed such
that each agent calculates (6) in a distributed manner. To achieve
this goal, distributed average tracking is used as a tool. Each agent
generates an estimate of (6). Then a controller is designed such that
each agent tracks its own generated signal while guaranteeing that
the agents reach consensus.
The proposed algorithm for the system (1) has two separate parts,
the estimator and controller. The estimator part is given by
ξ˙i = α
∑
j∈Ni(t)
sgn(wj − wi), wi = ξi +∇fi(xi, t) (16)
ψ˙i = β
∑
j∈Ni(t)
sgn(θj − θi), θi = ψi +Hi(xi, t) (17)
φ˙i = γ
∑
j∈Ni(t)
sgn(ςj − ςi), ςi = φi + ∂
∂t
∇fi(xi, t) (18)
Si =− θi−1(τwi + ςi), (19)
where α, β, γ, and τ are positive coefficients to be selected and Ni(t)
is the set of agent i’s neighbors at time t. The controller part is given
by
ui = −
∑
j∈Ni(t)
sig(xi − xj)η + Si, (20)
where sig(·) is defined componentwise and 0 < η < 1. In
implementing (19), θi can be projected on the space of positive-
definite matrices, which ensures that θi remains nonsingular. Also
ξi, ψi, and φi are the internal states of the distributed average tracking
estimators, where their initial values are such that1
N∑
j=1
ξj(0) =
N∑
j=1
ψj(0) =
N∑
j=1
φj(0) = 0. (21)
The estimator part (16)-(19), generates the internal signal for each
agent and the controller part (20) guarantees consensus. Here the
separation principle can be applied if the estimator part converges in
finite time.
Assumption 3.12: The estimators’ coefficients α, β, and γ satisfy
the following inequalities: α > supt
∥∥ ∂
∂t
∇fi(xi, t)
∥∥
∞ , β >
supt
∥∥ ∂
∂t
Hi(xi, t)
∥∥
∞ , and γ > supt
∥∥∥ ∂2∂t2∇fi(xi, t)∥∥∥∞ , ∀i ∈ I.
Assumption 3.12 can be satisfied if the partial derivatives of the
Hessians, the first- and second-order partial derivatives of the gradient
are bounded.
Theorem 3.13: Suppose that the graph G(t) is connected for all t.
If Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.12 and the initial condition (21) hold,
for the system (1) with the algorithm (16)-(20), the optimization goal
(8) is achieved.
Proof: Estimator: It follows from Theorem 2 in [33] that if As-
sumption 3.12 holds, then there exists a T > 0 such that for all t ≥ T ,∥∥∥wi − 1N ∑Nj=1∇fj(xj , t)∥∥∥
2
= 0,
∥∥∥θi − 1N ∑Nj=1 Hj(xj , t)∥∥∥
2
=
0, and
∥∥∥ςi − 1N ∑Nj=1 ∂∂t∇fj(xj , t)∥∥∥
2
= 0. Now
it follows from (19) that for all t ≥ T , Si =
−(∑Nj=1 Hj(xj , t))−1(τ∑Nj=1∇fj(xj , t) +∑Nj=1 ∂∂t∇fj(xj , t)),
∀i ∈ I. Note that for t ≥ T , θi is nonsingular without projection
due to Assumption 3.2 and hence the projection operation simply
returns θi itself. Till now we have shown that all agents generate
the internal signal Si, where Si = Sj , ∀i, j ∈ I, in finite time.
Controller: Note that ∀ t ≥ T, Si = Sj , ∀i, j ∈ I, denoted as
S¯. For t ≥ T, using (20) for (1), we have
x˙i =−
∑
j∈Ni(t)
sig(xi − xj)η + S¯. (22)
For t ≥ T , rewriting (22) using new variables x˜i = xi−
∫ t
T
S¯dt, we
have
˙˜xi =−
∑
j∈Ni(t)
sig(x˜i − x˜j)η. (23)
It is proved in [34] that using (23), there exists a time T ′ such that
x˜i = x˜j , ∀i, j ∈ I. As a result we have xi = xj , ∀i, j ∈ I, and
x˙i = S¯, ∀t ≥ T + T ′. Now, it is easy to see that according to (6)
the optimization goal (8) is achieved.
Remark 3.14: Satisfying the conditions mentioned in Assumption
3.12 might be restrictive but they hold for an important class of
cost functions. For example, if the agents’ cost functions are in
the form of fi(xi, t) = (aixi + gi(t))2, where the Hessians are
not equal, the above conditions are equivalent to the conditions
1As a special case the initial values can be chosen as ξj(0) = ψj(0) =
φj(0) = 0, ∀j ∈ I.
6that ‖gi(t)‖2 , ‖g˙i(t)‖2 , and ‖g¨i(t)‖2 are bounded. This is ap-
plicable to a vast class of time-varying functions, gi(t), such as
sin(t), e−tcos(t), 1
1+t
and tanh(t).
Remark 3.15: The algorithm introduced in (16)-(20) just requires
that Assumptions 3.2 and 3.12 hold. Note that in Assumption 3.2, it
is not required that each agent’s cost function fi(x, t) has invertible
Hessian but instead their sum, which is weaker than Assumption
3.3. In contrast, for the algorithm (9), not only Assumption 3.3 and
the conditions mentioned in Remark 3.11 have to be satisfied for
each individual function fi(xi, t), it requires the agents’ Hessians
to be equal. However, in the algorithm (9) the agents just need their
own positions and the relative positions between themselves and their
neighbors. In some applications, these pieces of information can be
obtained by sensing; hence the communication necessity might be
eliminated. In contrast, in the algorithm (16)-(20) each agent must
communicate three variables wi, ςi and ψi with its neighbors, which
necessitates the communication requirement.
IV. TIME-VARYING CONVEX OPTIMIZATION FOR
DOUBLE-INTEGRATOR DYNAMICS
In this section, we study the convex optimization problem with
time-varying cost functions for double-integrator dynamics. In some
applications, it might be more realistic to model the equations of
motion of the agents with double-integrator dynamics, i.e., mass-
force model, to take into account the effect of inertia. Unlike single-
integrator dynamics, in the case of double-integrator dynamics, the
agents’ positions and velocities at each time must be determined
properly such that the team cost function is minimized. However,
there is only direct control on each agent’s acceleration and hence
there exist new challenges. As a first step, in Subsection IV-A, a
centralized algorithm will be introduced.
A. Centralized Time-Varying Convex Optimization
In this subsection, we focus on the time-varying convex optimiza-
tion problem of (3) for double-integrator dynamics
x˙(t) = v(t) v˙(t) = u(t), (24)
where x, v, u ∈ Rm are the position, velocity, and control input,
respectively. Our goal is to design the control input u to minimize the
cost function f0(x, t). In Theorem 4.1, an algorithm will be proposed
to solve the problem defined by (3) and (24). The control input is
proposed for (24) as
u = −H−10 (x, t)
( ∂
∂t
d
dt
∇f0(x, t)+ d
dt
∇f0(x, t)
)
−H0(x, t)∇f0(x, t) +
(
H−10 (x, t)[
d
dt
H0(x, t)]H
−1
0 (x, t)
)
( ∂
∂t
∇f0(x, t) +∇f0(x, t)
)
.
(25)
Theorem 4.1: Suppose that f0(x, t) satisfies Assumptions 3.1 and
3.2. Using (25) for (24), x(t) converges to the optimal trajectory
x∗0(t), the minimizer of (3), i.e. limt→∞[x(t)− x∗0(t)] = 0.
Proof: Define the Lyapunov function candidate W =
1
2
∇fT0 (x, t)∇f0(x, t) + 12 (S0 − v)T (S0 − v), where S0 =
H0
−1(x, t)
(
∂
∂t
∇f0(x, t) + ∇f0(x, t)
)
. The derivative of W along
the system (24) with the control input (25) is obtained as
W˙ = ∇fT0 (x, t)(H0(x, t)v + ∂
∂t
∇f0(x, t))
+ (S0 − v)T (S˙0 − u) = −∇fT0 (x, t)∇f0(x, t)
(26)
Therefore, W˙ < 0 for ∇f0(x, t) 6= 0. Now, having W ≥ 0
and W˙ ≤ 0, we can conclude that ∇f0(x, t), S0 − v ∈ L∞. By
integrating both sides of (26), we can see that ∇f0(x, t) ∈ L2.
Now, applying Barbalat’s Lemma [32], we obtain that ∇f0(x, t) will
converge to zero asymptomatically. Then by using Lemma 2.2 and
under Assumption 3.1, it is easy to see that f0 will be minimized,
where x(t) converges to the optimal trajectory x∗0(t).
The results from Lemma 4.1 can be extended to minimize the
convex function
∑N
i=1 fi(x, t). If Assumption 3.2 holds, with
u = −( N∑
i=1
Hi(x, t)
)−1( N∑
i=1
∂
∂t
d
dt
∇fi(x, t) +
N∑
i=1
d
dt
∇fi(x, t)
)
−(
N∑
i=1
Hi(x, t))(
N∑
i=1
∇fi(x, t))
+
(
[
N∑
i=1
Hi(x, t)]
−1[
N∑
i=1
d
dt
Hi(x, t)][
N∑
i=1
Hi(x, t)]
)
( N∑
i=1
∂
∂t
∇fi(x, t) +
N∑
i=1
∇fi(x, t)
)
(27)
for (24), the function
∑N
i=1 fi(x, t) is minimized. Unfortunately, (27)
is a centralized solution relying on the knowledge of all fi(x, t), i ∈
I. In Subsections IV-B and IV-C, (27) will be exploited to propose
two algorithms for solving the time-varying convex optimization
problem for double-integrator dynamics in a distributed manner.
B. Distributed Time-Varying Convex Optimization Using Neighbors’
Positions and Velocities
In what follows, we focus on solving the distributed time-varying
convex optimization problem (7) for agents with double-integrator
dynamics
x˙i(t) = vi(t) v˙i(t) = ui(t), i ∈ I, (28)
where xi, vi ∈ Rm are, respectively, the position and velocity, and
ui ∈ Rm is the control input of agent i. In this subsection, an
algorithm with adaptive gains will be proposed, where each agent
has access to only its own position and the relative positions and
velocities between itself and its neighbors. The control input is
proposed for (28) as
ui =−
∑
j∈Ni
µ(xi − xj) + α(vi − vj)
−
∑
j∈Ni
βijsgn(γ(xi − xj) + ζ(vi − vj)) + φi
β˙ij = ‖γ(xi − xj) + ζ(vi − vj)‖1 , j ∈ Ni,
(29)
where
φi , −H−1i (xi, t)
( ∂
∂t
d
dt
∇fi(xi, t) + d
dt
∇fi(xi, t)
)
−Hi(xi, t)∇fi(xi, t)
+
(
H−1i (xi, t)[
d
dt
Hi(xi, t)]H
−1
i (xi, t)
)
( ∂
∂t
∇fi(xi, t) +∇fi(xi, t)
)
,
(30)
where µ, α, γ and ζ are positive coefficients, and βij is a varying
gain with βij(0) = βji(0) ≥ 0. Note that φi depends on only agent
i’s position and velocity. Furthermore all terms in (30) are assumed
to exist. Define agent i’s position and velocity consensus error as,
respectively, eXi = xi − 1N
∑N
`=1 x` and eVi = vi − 1N
∑N
`=1 v`.
Let X = [xT1 , xT2 , ..., xTN ]
T and V = [vT1 , vT2 , ..., vTN ]
T . Define the
consensus error vectors for position and velocity as
eX(t) = (Π⊗ Im)X, eV (t) = (Π⊗ Im)V. (31)
7As discussed in Subsection III-B, it is easy to see that eX(t) =
0, eV (t) = 0 if and only if xi = xj , vi = vj , ∀i, j ∈ I. Also let
Φ = [φT1 , φ
T
2 , ..., φ
T
N ]
T .
Assumption 4.2: With φi defined in (30), there exists a positive
constant φ¯ such that ‖φi − φj‖2 ≤ φ¯, ∀i, j ∈ I, and ∀t.
In Proposition 2, we will show that the agents reach consensus using
(29). Then this result will be used in Theorem 4.3 to show that the
agents minimize the team cost function as t→∞.
Proposition 2: Suppose that the graph G is connected, and As-
sumption 4.2 and γ
αζ
< λ2[L] hold. The system (28) with the
algorithm (29) reaches consensus, i.e, xi = xj , vi = vj , ∀i, j ∈ I,
as t→∞.
Proof: The closed-loop system (28) with the control input (29)
can be recast into a compact form as

X˙ = V
V˙ = −(L⊗ Im)(µX + αV ) + Φ
−(D′ ⊗ Im)sgn
(
[DT ⊗ Im][γX + ζV ]
)
,
(32)
where D′ is defined in Definition 3.7, and D and L are defined in
Section II. Now, we can rewrite (32) as

e˙X = eV
e˙V = −(L⊗ Im)(µeX + αeV ) + (Π⊗ Im)Φ
−(D′ ⊗ Im)sgn
(
[DT ⊗ Im][γX + ζV ]
)
.
(33)
Define the function
W =
1
2
(
eX
eV
)T
P
(
eX
eV
)
+
1
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(βij − β¯)2, (34)
where P =
(
(αγ + µζ)(L⊗ Im) γImN
γImN ζImN
)
and β¯ > 0 is to
be selected. To prove the positive definiteness of P , we define
Pˆ =
(
(αγ + µζ)(λ2[L]ImN ) γImN
γImN ζImN
)
. By using Lemma 2.1,
we obtain that Pˆ ≤ P . Hence we just need to show Pˆ > 0. Now,
applying Lemma 2.3, Pˆ > 0 if ζ(αγ + µζ)λ2[L]IN − γ2IN > 0,
which is equivalent to γ
αζ
< λ2[L].
The time derivative of W along (33) can be obtained as
W˙ = −γµeTX(L⊗ Im)eX + eTV (γImN − αζL⊗ Im)eV
− (γeX + ζeV )T([D′ ⊗ Im]sgn([DT ⊗ Im][γeX + ζeV ]))
+
(
γeX + ζeV
)T
(Π⊗ Im)Φ + 1
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(βij − β¯)β˙ij
= −γµeTX(L⊗ Im)eX + eTV (γImN − αζL⊗ Im)eV
− 1
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
βij
∥∥γ(eXi − eXj ) + ζ(eVi − eVj )∥∥1
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
[
γ(eXi − eXj ) + ζ(eVi − eVj )
]
φi
+
1
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(βij − β¯)β˙ij
≤ −γµeTX(L⊗ Im)eX + eTV (γImN − αζL⊗ Im)eV
− 1
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
βij
∥∥γ(eXi − eXj ) + ζ(eVi − eVj )∥∥1
+
1
2N
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
∥∥γ(eXi − eXj ) + ζ(eVi − eVj )∥∥1 ‖φi − φj‖
+
1
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(βij − β¯)
∥∥γ(eXi − eXj ) + ζ(eVi − eVj )∥∥1
≤ −γµeTX(L⊗ Im)eX + eTV (γImN − αζL⊗ Im)eV
+ (
(N − 1)φ¯
4
− β¯
2
)
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
∥∥γ(eXi − eXj ) + ζ(eVi − eVj )∥∥1 ,
where the last inequality is obtained because G is connected and
Assumption 4.2 holds. The term eTV (γImN − αζL⊗ Im)eV < 0 if
γIN − αζL < 0. By applying Lemma 2.1, we know that γIN −
αζL < 0 if γ − αζλ2[L] < 0. Select β¯ such that β¯ ≥ (N−1)φ¯2 .
Using an argument similar to (13), we have
W˙ ≤( (N − 1)φ¯
4
− β¯
2
)
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
∥∥γ(eXi − eXj ) + ζ(eVi − eVj )∥∥1
=(
(N − 1)φ¯
2
− β¯)(γeX + ζeV )T(
[D′ ⊗ Im]sgn([DT ⊗ Im][γeX + ζeV ])
)
≤ ( (N − 1)φ¯
2
− β¯)
∥∥∥(DT ⊗ Im)(γeX + ζeV )∥∥∥
1
≤ ( (N − 1)φ¯
2
− β¯)
√
λ2[L] ‖(γeX + ζeV )‖2 < 0,
(35)
where in the last inequality the fact that L = DDT and Lemma
2.1 have been used. Therefore, having W ≥ 0 and W˙ ≤ 0, we can
conclude that eX , eV ∈ L∞. By integrating both sides of (35), we
can see that eX , eV ∈ L2. Now, applying Barbalat’s Lemma [32],
we obtain that eX and eV will converge to zero asymptotically and
hence the agents reach consensus as t→∞.
Theorem 4.3: Suppose that the graph G is connected, and Assump-
tions 3.1, 3.3 and 4.2 hold. If Hi(xi, t) = Hj(xj , t), ∀i, j ∈ I, and
γ
αζ
< λ2[L] hold, by employing the algorithm (29) for the system
(28), the optimization goal (8) is achieved.
8Proof: Define the Lyapunov function candidate
W =
1
2
(
N∑
j=1
∇fj(xj , t))T (
N∑
j=1
∇fj(xj , t))
+
1
2
(
N∑
j=1
vj −
N∑
j=1
Sj)
T (
N∑
j=1
vj −
N∑
j=1
Sj),
(36)
where Sj
4
= Hj
−1(xj , t)
(
∂
∂t
∇fj(xj , t) +∇fj(xj , t)
)
. Note that G
is undirected. By summing both sides of the closed-loop system (28)
with the controller (29), we have
∑N
j=1 v˙j =
∑N
j=1 φj . The time
derivative of W along with the system defined by (28) and (29) can
be obtained as
W˙ =(
N∑
j=1
∇fj(xj , t))T
( N∑
j=1
Hj(xj , t)vj +
N∑
j=1
∂
∂t
∇fj(xj , t)
)
+ (
N∑
j=1
vj −
N∑
j=1
Sj)
T (
N∑
j=1
v˙j −
N∑
j=1
S˙j)
=(
N∑
j=1
∇fj(xj , t))T
( N∑
j=1
Hj(xj , t)vj +
N∑
j=1
∂
∂t
∇fj(xj , t)
)
+ (
N∑
j=1
vj −
N∑
j=1
Sj)
T (
N∑
j=1
φj −
N∑
j=1
S˙j)
=(
N∑
j=1
∇fj(xj , t))T
( N∑
j=1
Hj(xj , t)vj +
N∑
j=1
∂
∂t
∇fj(xj , t)
)
− (
N∑
j=1
vj −
N∑
j=1
Sj)
T (
N∑
j=1
Hj(xj , t)∇fj(xj , t)).
Now, under the assumption of identical Hessians, we have
W˙ =(
N∑
j=1
∇fj(xj , t))T
(
Hj(xj , t)[
N∑
j=1
vj ] +
N∑
j=1
∂
∂t
∇fj(xj , t)
)
− (
N∑
j=1
vj −
N∑
j=1
Sj)
T
(
Hj(xj , t)[
N∑
j=1
∇fj(xj , t)]
)
=− (
N∑
j=1
∇fj(xj , t))T (
N∑
j=1
∇fj(xj , t)).
(37)
Therefore, W˙ < 0 for
∑N
j=1∇fj(xj , t) 6= 0. Now, having W ≥ 0
and W˙ ≤ 0, we can conclude that ∑Nj=1∇fj(xj , t), (∑Nj=1 vj −∑N
j=1 Sj
) ∈ L∞. By integrating both sides of (37), we can see that∑N
j=1∇fj(xj , t) ∈ L2. Now, applying Barbalat’s Lemma [32], we
obtain that
∑N
i=1∇fi(x, t) will converge to zero asymptomatically.
We also have xi = xj , vi = vj , ∀i, j ∈ I as t → ∞ from
Proposition 2. Now, under the assumption that
∑N
i=1 fi(x, t) is
convex and using Lemma 2.2, it is easy to see from Assumption
3.1 that as t → ∞, ∑Nj=1 fi(xj , t) will be minimized, where
xi = xj , ∀i, j ∈ I.
Remark 4.4: In Appendix A, we show that Assumption 4.2
holds if the cost functions with identical Hessians satisfy
certain conditions such that the boundedness of ‖xi − xj‖2
and ‖vi − vj‖2 for all t guarantees the boundedness of
‖∇fj(xj , t)−∇fi(xi, t)‖2,
∥∥ d
dt
∇fj(xj , t)− ddt∇fi(xi, t)
∥∥
2
and
∥∥∥ ∂2∂t2∇fj(xj , t)− ∂2∂t2∇fi(xi, t)∥∥∥
2
for all t. For
example, for the cost functions fi(xi, t) = (axi + gi(t))2
introduced in Remark 3.11, the boundedness of ‖xi − xj‖2
and ‖vi − vj‖2 for all t guarantees the boundedness of
‖∇fj(xj , t)−∇fi(xi, t)‖2,
∥∥ d
dt
∇fj(xj , t)− ddt∇fi(xi, t)
∥∥
2
and
∥∥∥ ∂2∂t2∇fj(xj , t)− ∂2∂t2∇fi(xi, t)∥∥∥
2
for all t, if
‖gi(t)− gj(t)‖2 , ‖g˙i(t)− g˙j(t)‖2 and ‖g¨i(t)− g¨j(t)‖2 are
bounded. Hence Assumption 4.2 holds for fi(xi, t) = (axi+gi(t))2,
if ‖gi(t)− gj(t)‖2 , ‖g˙i(t)− g˙j(t)‖2 and ‖g¨i(t)− g¨j(t)‖2 , ∀t and
∀i, j ∈ I are bounded.
Remark 4.5: The result in Theorem 4.2 can be extended to a
class of cost functions whose Hessians have the same structure
rather than being identical under a certain additional assumption.
Particularly, the assumption that Hi(xi, t) = Hj(xj , t),∀t and
∀i, j ∈ I, can be replaced with Hi(z, t) = Hj(z, t), ∀z, t and
∀i, j ∈ I, with an additional assumption that ‖∇fi(xi, t)‖2 and∥∥ ∂
∂t
∇fi(xi, t)
∥∥
2
, ∀i ∈ I and ∀t, are bounded.
To relax the assumption on Hessians, an estimator-based algorithm
will be introduced in Subsection IV-C, where the agents can have cost
functions with nonidentical Hessians.
C. Estimator-Based Distributed Time-Varying Convex Optimization
In this subsection, an estimator-based algorithm is designed to
solve the problem (7) for double-integrator dynamics (28). In this
algorithm, each agent calculates (27) in a distributed manner. Similar
to Subsection III-C, distributed average tracking is used as a tool
to estimate the unknown variables in (27). Each agent generates an
estimate of (27). Then by using the control input ui(t), each agent
tracks its estimated signal while reaching consensus. The proposed
algorithm for the system (28) is given by
ξ˙i = κ
∑
j∈Ni(t)
sgn(wj − wi), wi = ξi + ψi (38)
φ˙i = ρ
∑
j∈Ni(t)
sgn(ςj − ςi), ςi = φi + θi (39)
Si = ς
−1
i1 ςi2ςi1
(
wi1 + wi2
)− ς−1i1 (wi3 + wi4)− ςi1wi1 (40)
ui = −
∑
j∈Ni(t)
sig(xi − xj)α1 −
∑
j∈Ni(t)
sig(vi − vj)α1 + Si,
(41)
where
0 < α1 < 1, α2 =
2α1
α1 + 1
(42)
and
ψi =

∇fi(xi, t)
∂
∂t
∇fi(xi, t)
d
dt
∇fi(xi, t)
∂
∂t
d
dt
∇fi(xi, t)
 , θi =
(
Hi(xi, t)
d
dt
Hi(xi, t)
)
,
and κ and ρ are positive constant coefficients to be selected. Eqs. (38)
and (39) are distributed average tracking estimators, where the esti-
mated variables wi and ςi can be redefined as wTi = (w
T
i1, . . . , w
T
i4)
and ςTi = (ς
T
i1, ς
T
i2) with wij ∈ Rm, ςik ∈ Rm×m, ∀i ∈ I, j =
1, ..., 4, k = 1, 2. In implementing (40), ςi1 can be projected on the
space of positive-definite matrices, which ensures that ςi1 remains
nonsingular. The initial values of the internal states ξi and φi are
chosen such that the condition 2
N∑
j=1
ξj(0) =
N∑
j=1
φj(0) = 0 (43)
hols.
Assumption 4.6: The coefficients κ, and ρ satisfy the following
inequalities: κ > supt ‖ψi‖∞ and ρ > supt ‖θi‖∞ , ∀i ∈ I.
These assumptions can be satisfied if the graph G(t) is connected
for all time, the gradients, the derivatives of the Hessians and
2As a special case the initial values can be chosen as ξj(0) = φj(0) =
0, ∀j ∈ I.
9gradients, and the partial derivatives of the gradients’ derivatives
are bounded. Although these assumptions seem restrictive, they can
be satisfied for many cost functions. For example, for fi(xi, t) =
(aixi + gi(t))
2 introduced in Remark 3.14, the above conditions are
equivalent to the conditions that ‖gi(t)‖2 , ‖g˙i(t)‖2 , and ‖g¨i(t)‖2
are bounded.
Theorem 4.7: Suppose that the graph G(t) is connected for all t
and Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 hold. If Assumption 4.6 and the initial
condition (43) hold, by employing the algorithm (38)-(41) for the
system (28), the optimization goal (8) is achieved.
Proof: Estimator: It follows from Theorem 2 in [33] that
if κ > supt ‖ψi‖∞ , ρ > supt ‖θi‖∞ , ∀i ∈ I and the graph
G(t) is connected for all t, then employing (38) and (39), there
exists a T > 0 such that for all t ≥ T ,
∥∥∥wi − 1N ∑Ni=1 ψi∥∥∥
2
=
0,
∥∥∥ςi − 1N ∑Ni=1 θi∥∥∥
2
= 0. Note that for t ≥ T , ςi1 is nonsingular
without projection due to Assumption 3.2 and hence the projection
operation simply returns ςi1 itself. Now from (40), for t ≥ T , the
estimated signal Si satisfies
Si = −
( N∑
i=1
Hi(xi, t)
)( N∑
i=1
∇fi(xi, t)
)
−( N∑
i=1
Hi(xi, t)
)−1( N∑
i=1
∂
∂t
d
dt
∇fi(xi, t) +
N∑
i=1
d
dt
∇fi(xi, t)
)
+
(
[
N∑
i=1
Hi(xi, t)]
−1[
N∑
i=1
d
dt
Hi(xi, t)][
N∑
i=1
Hi(xi, t)]
)
( N∑
i=1
∇fi(xi, t) +
N∑
i=1
∂
∂t
∇fi(xi, t)
)
,
(44)
which shows that each agent has an estimate of (27), where Si =
Sj , ∀i, j ∈ I, ∀t ≥ T .
Controller: Note that for t ≥ T, Si = Sj , ∀i, j ∈ I, denoted as
S¯. For t ≥ T using (41) for (28), we have
v˙i =−
∑
j∈Ni(t)
sig(xi − xj)α1 −
∑
j∈Ni(t)
sig(vi − vj)α2 + S¯. (45)
For t ≥ T , rewriting (45) using new variables x˜i = xi −
∫ t
T
∫ t
T
S¯dt
and v˜i = vi −
∫ t
T
S¯dt, we have
˙˜vi =−
∑
j∈Ni(t)
sig(x˜i − x˜j)α1 −
∑
j∈Ni(t)
sig(v˜i − v˜j)α2 . (46)
It is proved in [35] that using (46), there exists a time T ′ such that
x˜i = x˜j , v˜i = v˜j , ∀i, j ∈ I. As a result we have xi = xj , vi =
vj , ∀i, j ∈ I, and v˙i = S¯, ∀ t ≥ T + T ′. Now, it is easy to see
that according to (27) and (44) and Assumption 3.1, the optimization
goal (8) is achieved.
Remark 4.8: In the algorithm (38)-(41), it is just required that
Assumptions 3.2 and 4.6 hold, where Assumption 3.3 does not nec-
essarily hold. However, each agent must communicate two variables
ψi ∈ R4m and θi ∈ R2m×m with its neighbors, which necessitates
the communication requirement. On the other hand, for the algorithm
(29), not only Assumptions 3.3 and the conditions in Remark 4.4 have
to be satisfied for each individual function fi(xi, t), it requires the
agents’ Hessians to be equal. In spite of these restrictive assumptions,
using (29), we can eliminate the necessity of communication between
neighbors when the relative positions and velocities between each
agent and its neighbors can be obtained by sensing.
In what follows we will study how to overcome the possible
chattering effect of implementing the signum function in the algo-
rithm (29). In Subsections IV-D and IV-E, two continuous control
algorithms will be proposed to extend (29).
D. Distributed Time-Varying Convex Optimization Using Time-
Varying Approximation of Signum Function
In this subsection, we focus on distributed time-varying convex
optimization for double-integrator dynamics (28), where a continuous
control algorithm based on the boundary layer concept will be
introduced. Using a continuous approximation of the signum function
will reduce chattering in real applications and make the controller
easier to implement. In this algorithm, each agent needs to know
its own position, velocity and the relative positions and velocities
between itself and its neighbors. Define the nonlinear function h(·)
as
h(z) =
z
‖z‖2 + e−ct
, (47)
where c and  are positive coefficients and z ∈ Rm. The nonlinear
function h(z) is a continuous approximation, using the boundary
layer concept [36], of the discontinuous function sgn(·). The size of
boundary layer, e−ct is time-varying and as t→∞ the continuous
function h(z) approaches the signum function. The idea of using this
continuous approximation is borrowed from [37], [38].
By replacing the signum function with a continuous approximation
(47), the results presented in Subsection IV-B are not valid anymore
and it is not clear whether the new algorithm works. The reason is
that the results (and the proofs) in Subsection IV-B build upon the
property of the ideal discontinuous signum function, which switches
instantaneously at 0, so that it can compensate for the effect of
the inconsistent internal time-varying optimization signals among the
agents so that the agents can reach consensus. However, this can no
longer be achieved by its continuous replacement and further careful
analysis is needed. The results and the proofs presented in this sub-
section are not just a simple replacement of the signum function with
its approximation. Here in particular we show that with the signum
function replaced with the time-varying continuous approximation,
(47), it is possible to still achieve distributed optimization with zero
error under certain different assumptions and conditions. The reason
is that (47) approaches the signum function as t→∞.
The continuous control input with adaptive gains is proposed for
(28) as
ui =−
∑
j∈Ni
µ(xi − xj) + α(vi − vj)
−
∑
j∈Ni
βij h(γ[xi − xj ] + ζ[vi − vj ]) + φi,
β˙ij =
(
γ[xi − xj ] + ζ[vi − vj ]
)
h(γ[xi − xj ] + ζ[vi − vj ]),
(48)
where µ, α, γ and ζ are positive coefficients, βij is a varying gain
with βij(0) = βji(0) ≥ 0, and φi is defined as in (29).
Theorem 4.9: Suppose that the graph G is connected, and
γ
αζ
+
ψ
α
< λ2[L] (49)
µ
2α
> ψ (50)
γ
2ζ
> ψ (51)
hold, where ψ > 0 is a parameter to be selected. If Assumptions 3.1,
3.3 and 4.2 hold and Hi(xi, t) = Hj(xj , t),∀t and ∀i, j ∈ I, by
employing the algorithm (48) for the system (28), the optimization
goal (8) is achieved.
Proof: Define eX and eV as in (31) and y as yT =
(yT1 , . . . , y
T
N ) = γe
T
X + ζe
T
V , with yi ∈ Rm. Rewriting the closed-
loop system (28) using (48) in terms of the consensus errors, we
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have
e˙X = eV
e˙V = −(L⊗ Im)(µeX + αeV )
−

∑
j∈N1 β1jh
(
y1 − yj
)
...∑
j∈NN βNjh
(
yN − yj
)
+ (Π⊗ Im)Φ.
(52)
Define the function
W =
1
2
(
eX
eV
)T
P
(
eX
eV
)
+
1
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(βij − β¯)2, (53)
where P =
( −2ψγINm + (αγ + µζ)(L⊗ Im) γImN
γImN ζImN
)
,
and β¯ > 0 is to be selected. To prove the
positive definiteness of P , we also define Pˆ =( −2ψγImN + (αγ + µζ)(λ2[L]ImN ) γImN
γImN ζImN
)
. By using
Lemma 2.1, we obtain that Pˆ ≤ P . Hence we just need to show
Pˆ > 0. Using Lemma 2.3, we know that Pˆ > 0 if
− 2ψγIN + (αγ + µζ)λ2[L])IN > 0
− 2ζψγIN + ζ(αγ + µζ)λ2[L]− γ2IN > 0.
(54)
Now, using conditions (49) and (50), respectively, we have
− 2ψγIN + (αγ + µζ)λ2[L]IN
> −2ψγIN + (αγ + µζ)γ
αζ
IN =
γ
αζ
(−2ψαζ + ζµ+ αγ2)IN
>
γ
αζ
(−ζµ+ ζµ+ αγ)IN = γ
2
ζ
> 0,
which guarantees that the first inequality in (54) holds. Applying a
similar procedure, we have
− 2ζψγIN + ζ(αγ + µζ)λ2[L]− γ2IN
> −2ζψγIN + (αγ + µζ) γ
α
IN − γ2IN
=
ζγ
α
(−2αψ + µ)IN > 0.
Hence W is positive definite.
The time derivative of W along (52) can be obtained as
W˙ = −γµeTX(L⊗ Im)eX + eTV (γImN − αζL⊗ Im)eV
− 2ψγeTXeV − yT

∑
j∈N1 β1jh
(
y1 − yj
)
...∑
j∈NN βNjh
(
yN − yj
)

+ yT (Π⊗ Im)Φ + 1
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(βij − β¯)β˙ij .
(55)
We rewrite (55) as W˙ = W¯ − ∑Ni=1∑j∈Ni βijyih(yi −
yj) + y
T (Π ⊗ Im)Φ + 12
∑N
i=1
∑
j∈Ni(βij − β¯)β˙ij ,
where W¯ =
(
eX
eV
)T
P¯
(
eX
eV
)
and P¯ =( −µγ(L⊗ Im) −ψγImN
−ψγImN γImN − αζ(L⊗ Im)
)
. Because the graph G
is connected, we have
W˙ = W¯ − 1
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
βij(yi − yj)h(yi − yj)
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
(yi − yj)φi + 1
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(βij − β¯)(yi − yj)h(yi − yj)
= W¯ +
1
2N
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
(yi − yj)(φi − φj)
− β¯
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(yi − yj)h(yi − yj)
≤ W¯ + 1
2N
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
‖yi − yj‖2 ‖φi − φj‖2
− β¯
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
‖yi − yj‖22
‖yi − yj‖2 + e−ct
≤ W¯ + (N − 1)φ¯
4
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
‖yi − yj‖2
− β¯
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
‖yi − yj‖22
‖yi − yj‖2 + e−ct
,
where in the last inequality Assumption 4.2 is used. Selecting a β¯
such that β¯ ≥ (N−1)φ¯
2
, we obtain
W˙ < W¯ +
β¯
2
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
e−ct. (56)
If we can show W¯ < −ψW (or equivalently W¯ + ψW < 0), then
knowing that e−ct → 0 as t→∞, Lemma 2.19 in [39] implies that
the system (52) is asymptotically stable. Note that W¯ + ψW =(
(−γµ+ αγψ + ζµψ)L− 2ψ2γIN 0
0 (γ + ζψ)IN − αζL
)
.
(57)
Applying Lemma 2.3, we obtain that (57) is negative definite if
(−γµ+ αγψ + ζµψ)L− 2ψ2γIN < 0
(γ + ζψ)IN − αζL < 0.
(58)
To satisfy the first condition in (58), we just need to show −γµ +
αγψ + ζµψ < 0. Using conditions (50) and (51), we have −γµ +
αγψ + ζµψ < −γµ + µγ
2
+ ζµψ < −γµ + µγ
2
+ µγ
2
< 0. To
satisfy the second condition in (58), we have (γ + ζψ)IN − αζL <
(γ + ζψ)IN − αζλ2[L]IN < 0, where Lemma 2.1 and condition
(49) are employed, respectively. Hence, W¯ < −ψW holds and the
agents reach consensus as t → ∞. Now, similar to the proof of
Theorem 4.3, if Hi(xi, t) = Hj(xj , t), ∀t and ∀i, j ∈ I, it can be
shown that
∑N
j=1∇fj(xj , t) will converge to zero asymptomatically.
Now, under Assumption 3.1 and the assumption that
∑N
i=1 fi(x, t)
is convex, Lemma 2.2 is employed. Using the fact that xi(t) →
xj(t), ∀i, j ∈ I as t → ∞, it is easy to see that the optimization
goal (8) is achieved.
Remark 4.10: It is worth mentioning that if we have γ
αζ
< λ2[L],
there always exists a positive coefficient ψ such that conditions (49)-
(51) hold. However, selecting ψ based on conditions (49)-(51) affects
the convergence speed, where by having a larger ψ the agents reach
consensus faster. To satisfy conditions (49) and (51), it is sufficient
to have 2λ2[L]α
3
> γ
2ζ
> ψ (e.g, selecting a large α and choosing
proper γ, ζ and ψ). It can also be seen that selecting a large enough
µ, (50) can be satisfied.
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Remark 4.11: The results in Appendix A can be modified for
Theorem 4.9, where we can show that Assumption 4.2 holds under
the same conditions mentioned in Remark 4.4.
E. Distributed Time-Varying Convex Optimization Using Time-
Invariant Approximation of Signum Function
In this subsection, our focus is on replacing the signum function,
with a time-invariant approximation
h(z) =
z
‖z‖2 + 
, (59)
where  > 0. Here, the boundary layer  is constant. Employing (59),
instead of (47) in the control algorithm (48) makes the controller
easier to implement in real applications. The trade-off is that the
agents will no longer reach consensus, which introduces additional
complexities in convergence analysis. Establishing analysis on the
optimization error bound in this case is a nontrivial task, which
is introduced in this subsection. The reason that the time-invariant
continuous approximation (59) cannot ensure distributed optimization
with zero error is that the global optimal trajectory is not even an
equilibrium point of the closed-loop system whenever a time-invariant
continuous approximation is introduced. It is worthwhile to mention
that if the signum function were replaced with a different time-
invariant continuous approximation other than (59), there would be
no guarantee that the same conclusion in this subsection would still
hold and further careful analysis would be needed.
Theorem 4.12: Suppose that the graph G is connected, Assump-
tions 3.1, 3.3 and 4.2 hold and the gradients of the cost functions can
be written as ∇fi(xi, t) = σxi + gi(t), ∀i ∈ I, where σ and gi(t)
are, respectively, a positive coefficient and a time-varying function.
If conditions (49)-(51) hold, using (48) with h(·) given by (59) for
(28), we have
lim
t→∞
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
xi − x∗] = 0, lim
t→∞
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
vi − v∗] = 0, (60)
where x∗ and v∗ are the position and the velocity of the optimal
trajectory, respectively. In addition, the agents track the optimal
trajectory with bounded errors such that as t→∞
‖xi − x∗‖2 <
√
φ¯N(N − 1)2
4ψλmin[P ]
,
‖vi − v∗‖2 <
√
φ¯N(N − 1)2
4ψλmin[P ]
, ∀i ∈ I,
(61)
where P is defined after (53).
Proof: The proof will be separated into two parts. In the first
part, we show that the consensus error will remain bounded. Then
in the second part, we show that the error between the agents’ states
and the optimal trajectory will remain bounded.
Define the Lyapunov function candidate W as in (53). Similar to
the proof in Theorem 4.9, with h(·) given by (59) instead of (47), we
obtain W˙ < W¯ + β¯
2
∑N
i=1
∑
j∈Ni  < −ψW +
β¯
2
N(N−1), where
β¯ is selected such that β¯ ≥ (N−1)φ¯
2
. Then we have 0 ≤ W (t) ≤
β¯N(N−1)
2ψ
(1− e−ψt) +W (0)e−ψt. Therefore, as t→∞, we have∥∥∥∥( eXeV
)∥∥∥∥2
2
λmin[P ] ≤W =
(
eX
eV
)T
P
(
eX
eV
)
≤ β¯N(N − 1)
2ψ
.
Now, it can be seen that there exists a bound on the position and
velocity consensus errors as t→∞, that is,∥∥∥∥∥∥xi − 1N
N∑
j=1
xj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
<
√
φ¯N(N − 1)2
4ψλmin[P ]
,
∥∥∥∥∥∥vi − 1N
N∑
j=1
vj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
<
√
φ¯N(N − 1)2
4ψλmin[P ]
,
(62)
where it is easy to see that by selecting larger ψ satisfying conditions
(49)-(51), the error bound will be smaller.
In what follows, we focus on finding the relation between the
optimal trajectory and the agents’ states. According to Assumption
3.1 and using Lemma 2.2, we know
∑N
j=1∇fj(x∗, t) = 0. Hence,
under the assumption of ∇fi(xi, t) = σxi + gi(t), the optimal
trajectory is
x∗ =
−∑Nj=1 gj
Nσ
, v∗ =
−∑Nj=1 g˙j
Nσ
. (63)
Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3, we can show that, regard-
less of whether consensus is reached or not, it is guaranteed that∑N
j=1∇fj(xj , t) will converge to zero asymptomatically. As a result,
we have
∑N
j=1 xi →
−∑Nj=1 gj
σ
and
∑N
j=1 vi →
−∑Nj=1 g˙j
σ
. By
using (63), we can conclude (60). According to (62), it follows that
(61) holds.
Remark 4.13: Using the invariant approximation of the signum
function (59), instead of the time-varying one (47), makes the
implementation easier in real applications. However, the results show
that the team cost function is not exactly minimized and the agents
track the optimal trajectory with a bounded error. It also restricts
the acceptable cost functions to a class that takes in the form
∇fi(xi, t) = σxi + gi(t).
Remark 4.14: The results in Appendix A can be modified for
Theorem 4.9, where under the assumption of ∇fi(xi, t) =
σxi + gi(t), it is easy to show that Assumption 4.2 holds, if
‖gi(t)− gj(t)‖2 , ‖g˙i(t)− g˙j(t)‖2 and ‖g¨i(t)− g¨j(t)‖2 , ∀t and
∀i, j ∈ I, are bounded.
Remark 4.15: The algorithms introduced Subsections III-B, III-C,
IV-B, IV-D and IV-E are still valid in the case of strongly connected
weight balanced directed graph G. In our proofs, L can be replaced
with symmetric matrix L+LT as xTLx = 1
2
xT (L+LT )x. Since G is
strongly connected weight balanced, L+LT is positive semidefinite
with a simple zero eigenvalue. Note that applying the introduced
algorithms for directed graphs, we need to redefine λ2 as the smallest
nonzero eigenvalue of L+ LT .
V. DISTRIBUTED TIME-VARYING CONVEX OPTIMIZATION WITH
SWARM TRACKING BEHAVIOR
In this section, we introduce two distributed optimization algo-
rithms with swarm tracking behavior, where the center of the agents
tracks the optimal trajectory defined by (7) for single-integrator
and double-integrator dynamics while the agents avoid inter-agent
collisions and maintain connectivity.
A. Distributed Convex Optimization with Swarm Tracking behavior
for Single-Integrator Dynamics
In this subsection, we focus on the distributed optimization prob-
lem with swarm tracking behavior for single-integrator dynamics (1).
To solve this problem, we propose the algorithm
ui(t) =− βsgn(
∑
j∈Ni(t)
∂Vij
∂xi
) + φi, (64)
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where Vij is a potential function between agents i and j to be
designed, β is positive, and φi is defined in (9). In (64), each agent
uses its own position and the relative positions between itself and
its neighbors. It is worth mentioning that in this subsection, we
assume each agent has a communication/sensing radius R, where
if ‖xi − xj‖2 < R agent i and j become neighbors. Our proposed
algorithm guarantees connectivity maintenance in the sense that if the
graph G(0) is connected, then for all t,G(t) will remain connected.
Before our main result in this subsection, we need to define the
potential function Vij .
Definition 5.1: [20] The potential function Vij is a differentiable
nonnegative function of ‖xi − xj‖2, which satisfies the following
conditions
1) Vij = Vji has a unique minimum in ‖xi − xj‖2 = dij , where
dij is the desired distance between agents i and j and R >
maxi,j dij .
2) Vij →∞ if ‖xi − xj‖2 → 0.
3) Vii = c, where c is a constant.
4)

∂Vij
∂(‖xi−xj‖2)
= 0 ‖xi(0)− xj(0)‖2 ≥ R, ‖xi − xj‖2 ≥ R,
∂Vij
∂(‖xi−xj‖2)
→∞ ‖xi(0)− xj(0)‖2 < R, ‖xi − xj‖2 → R.
The motivation of the last condition in Definition 5.1 is to maintain
the initially existing connectivity patterns. It guarantees that two
agents which are neighbors at t = 0 remain neighbors. However,
if two agents are not neighbors at t = 0, they do not need to be
neighbors at t > 0 (see [20]).
Theorem 5.2: Suppose that graph G(0) is connected, Assumptions
3.1 and 3.3 hold and the gradient of the cost functions can be written
as ∇fi(xi, t) = σxi + gi(t), ∀i ∈ I, where σ and gi(t) are,
respectively, a positive coefficient and a time-varying function. If
β > ‖φi‖1 , ∀i ∈ I, for the system (1) with the algorithm (64), the
center of the agents tracks the optimal trajectory while the agents
maintain connectivity and avoid inter-agent collisions.
Proof: Define the positive semidefinite Lyapunov function can-
didate
W =
1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
Vij . (65)
The time derivative of W is obtained as W˙ =
1
2
∑N
i=1
∑N
j=1
( ∂Vij
∂xi
x˙i +
∂Vij
∂xj
x˙j
)
=
∑N
i=1
∑N
j=1
∂Vij
∂xi
x˙i, where
in the second equality, Lemma 3.1 in [20] has been used. Now,
rewriting W˙ along the closed-loop system (64) and (1), we have
W˙ = −β
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
∂Vij
∂xi
sgn(
N∑
j=1
∂Vij
∂xi
)
+
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
∂Vij
∂xi
φi ≤
N∑
i=1
(∥∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
j=1
∂Vij
∂xi
∥∥∥∥∥∥
1
[‖φi‖1 − β]
)
.
It is easy to see that if β > ‖φi‖1 , ∀i ∈ I, then W˙ is negative
semidefinite. Therefore, having W ≥ 0 and W˙ ≤ 0, we can conclude
that Vij ∈ L∞. Since Vij is bounded, based on Definition 5.1,
it is guaranteed that there will be no inter-agent collision and the
connectivity is maintained.
In what follows, we focus on finding the relation between the
optimal trajectory and the agents’ positions. Based on Definition 5.1,
we can obtain that
∂Vij
∂xi
=
∂Vji
∂xi
= −∂Vij
∂xj
. (66)
Now, by summing both sides of the closed-loop system (1) with the
control algorithm (64), for i ∈ I we have ∑Nj=1 x˙j = ∑Nj=1 φj . We
also know that the agents have identical Hessians since it is assumed
that ∇fi(xi, t) = σxi+gi(t). Now, similar to the proof of Theorem
4.3, regardless of whether consensus is reached or not, we can show
that
∑N
j=1∇fj(xj , t) will converge to zero asymptomatically. Hence
we have
∑N
j=1 xi →
−∑Nj=1 gj
σ
. On the other hand, using Lemma
2.2 and under Assumption 3.1, we know
∑N
j=1∇fj(x∗, t) = 0.
Hence, the optimal trajectory is x∗ =
−∑Nj=1 gj
Nσ
. This implies that
1
N
∑N
j=1 xi → x∗, where we have shown that the center of the agents
will track the team cost function minimizer.
Remark 5.3: In Appendix B, it is shown that a constant β can
be selected such that β > ‖φi‖1 , ∀t and ∀i ∈ I, if ‖gi(t)‖2 and
‖g˙i(t)‖2 ,∀t and ∀i ∈ I, are bounded. In particular, it is shown
that such a constant β can be determined at time t = 0 by using
the agents’ initial states and the upper bounds on ‖gi(t)‖2 and
‖g˙i(t)‖2 ,∀t and ∀i ∈ I.
B. Distributed Convex Optimization with Swarm Tracking Behavior
for Double-Integrator Dynamics
In this subsection, we focus on distributed time-varying optimiza-
tion with swarm tracking behavior for double-integrator dynamics
(28). We will propose an algorithm, where each agent has access to
only its own position and the relative positions and velocities between
itself and its neighbors. We propose the algorithm
ui(t) =−
∑
j∈Ni(t)
∂Vij
∂xi
− β
∑
j∈Ni(t)
sgn(vi − vj) + φi, (67)
where Vij is defined in Definition 5.1, β is a positive coefficient, and
φi is defined in (29).
Theorem 5.4: Suppose that the graph G(0) is connected, Assump-
tions 3.1 and 3.3 hold and the gradient of the cost functions can be
written as ∇fi(xi, t) = σxi + gi(t), ∀i ∈ I. If β > ‖(Π⊗Im)Φ‖2√
λ2[L(t)]
holds, for the system (28) with the algorithm (67), the center of
the agents tracks the optimal trajectory, the agents’ velocities track
the optimal velocity, and the agents maintain connectivity and avoid
inter-agent collisions.
Proof: Writing the closed-loop system (28) with the control
algorithm (67) based on the consensus errors eX and eV defined
in (31), we have
e˙X = eV
e˙V = −α(L(t)⊗ Im)eV − β(D(t)⊗ Im)sgn
(
[DT (t)⊗ Im]eV
)
∑
j∈N1
∂V1j
∂eX1
...∑
j∈NN
∂VNj
∂eXN
+ (Π⊗ Im)Φ.
(68)
Define the positive semidefinite Lyapunov function candidate W =
1
N
∑N
i=1
∑N
j=1 Vij +
1
2
eTV eV . The time derivative of W along (68)
can be obtained as W˙ = 1
2
∑N
i=1
∑N
j=1
( ∂Vij
∂eXi
eVi +
∂Vij
∂eXj
eVj
)
+
eTV e˙V . Using Lemma 3.1 in [20], W˙ can be rewritten as
W˙ =− αeTV (L(t)⊗ Im)eV − βeTV (D(t)⊗ Im)sgn
(
[DT (t)⊗ Im]eV
)
+ eTV (Π⊗ Im)Φ.
Using a similar argument to that in (13), we obtain that if
β
√
λ2[L(t)] > ‖(Π⊗ Im)Φ‖2 , then W˙ is negative semidefinite.
Therefore, having W ≥ 0 and W˙ ≤ 0, we can conclude that
Vij , ev ∈ L∞. By integrating both sides of W˙ ≤ −αeTV (L(t) ⊗
Im)eV , we can see that ev ∈ L2. Now, applying Barbalat’s Lemma
[32], we obtain that eV converges to zero asymptotically, which
means that the agents’ velocities reach consensus as t → ∞. Since
Vij is bounded, it is guaranteed that there will be no inter-agent
collision and the connectivity is maintained.
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In the next step, using (66), by summing both sides of the closed-
loop system (28) with the control algorithm (67) for i ∈ I, we have∑N
j=1 v˙j =
∑N
j=1 φj . Now, if the team cost function
∑N
i=1 fi(x, t)
is convex and ∇fi(xi, t) = σxi+gi(t), applying a procedure similar
to the proof of Theorem 4.12, we can show that
∑N
j=1∇fj(xj , t)
will converge to zero asymptomatically and (60) holds. Particularly,
we have shown that the average of agents’ states tracks the optimal
trajectory. Because the agents’ velocities reach consensus as t→∞,
we have that vi approaches v∗ as t→∞.
Remark 5.5: The assumption β > ‖(Π⊗Im)Φ‖2√
λ2[L(t)]
can be interpreted
as a bound on the difference between the agents’ internal signals.
Using the fact that λ2[L(t)] is lower bounded above 0, there always
exists a β satisfying β > ‖(Π⊗Im)Φ‖2√
λ2[L(t)]
if Assumption 4.2 holds. Here,
to satisfy Assumption 4.2, with ∇fi(xi, t) = σxi + gi(t), ∀i ∈
I, the boundlessness of ‖gi(t)− gj(t)‖2 , ‖g˙i(t)− g˙j(t)‖2, and
‖g¨i(t)− g¨j(t)‖2 ,∀t and ∀i, j ∈ I, is sufficient.
Remark 5.6: The algorithms proposed in Subsections III-C and
IV-C and Section V are provided for time-varying graphs. For
algorithms introduced in Subsections III-B, IV-B, IV-D and IV-E,
the current results are demonstrated for static graphs. However, the
results are valid for time-varying graphs if the graph G(t) is connected
for all t and a sufficiently large constant gain is used, instead of the
time-varying adaptive gains. In particular, the constant gain β should
satisfy β > ‖(Π⊗Im)Φ‖2√
λ2[L(t)]
. To select such a β, we need to know φ¯,
defined in Assumption 3.8 (or Assumption 4.2 in the case of double-
integrator dynamics), and βx (and βv in case of double-integrator
dynamics), defined in Appendix A.
Remark 5.7: All the proposed algorithms are also applicable to
non-convex functions. However, in this case it is just guaranteed that
the agents converge to a local optimal trajectory of the team cost
function.
VI. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present various simulations to illustrate the
theoretical results in previous sections. Consider a team of six agents.
The interaction among the agents is described by an undirected
ring graph. The agents’ goal is to minimize the team cost function∑6
i=1 fi(xi, t), where xi = (rxi , ryi)
T is the coordinate of agent i
in 2D plane, subject to xi = xj .
In our first example, we apply the algorithm (9) for single-
integrator dynamics (1). The local cost function for agent i is chosen
as
fi(xi, t) = (rxi − isin(t))2 + (ryi − icos(t))2, (69)
where it is easy to see that the optimal point of the team cost function
creates a trajectory of a circle whose center is at the origin and radius
is equal to 21
6
. For (69), Assumption 3.3 and the conditions for agents’
cost functions in Remark 3.11 hold. In addition they have identical
Hessians and the team cost function is convex. βij(0) = βji(0) are
chosen randomly within (0.1,2) in the algorithm (9). The trajectory
of the agents and the optimal trajectory is shown in Fig. 1. It can be
seen that the agents reach consensus and track the optimal trajectory
which minimizes the team cost function.
In the case of double-integrator dynamics, we first give an example
to illustrate the algorithm (29) for (28) with the local cost functions
defined by (69). Choosing the coefficients in (29) as µ = 5, α =
12, γ = 5, ζ = 12, and βij(0) = βji(0) randomly within (0.1,2), the
agents reach consensus and the team cost function is minimized as
shown in Fig. 2.
In our next example, we illustrate the results obtained in Subsection
IV-C, where it has been clarified that the algorithm (38) -(41) can be
Fig. 1. Trajectories of all agents along with the optimal trajectory using the
algorithm (9) for the local cost functions (69)
Fig. 2. Trajectories of all agents along with the optimal trajectory using the
algorithm (29) for the local cost functions (69)
used for local cost functions with nonidentical Hessians. Here, the
local cost functions
fi(xi, t) = (
rxi
i
− sin(t))2 + (ryi
i
− cos(t))2, (70)
will be used, where Hi(xi, t) = 2i2 I2, ∀i ∈ I. It can be obtained
that the team cost function’s optimal trajectory creates a circle whose
center is at the origin and radius is equal to 1.64. The algorithm (38)
-(41) with κ = 12, ρ = 2, α1 = 0.1, and α2 = 0.21.1 is used for the
system (28). Fig. 3 shows that the team cost function is minimized.
In our next example, the results in Subsection IV-E is illustrated,
where the invariant approximation of the signum function is em-
ployed. Here, the algorithm (48) with h(·) given by (59) is used
to minimize the agents’ team cost function for local cost functions
defined as (69). The coefficients are chosen as µ = 5, α = 10, γ =
5, ζ = 5,  = 2 and βij(0) = βji(0) randomly within (0.1,2). Fig. 4
shows the agents’ trajectories along with the optimal one. It is shown
that the agents track the optimal trajectory with a bounded error.
In our last illustration, the swarm tracking control algorithm (67)
is employed, where the local cost functions are defined as
fi(xi, t) = (rxi + 2i
sin(0.5t)
t+ 1
)2 + (ryi + isin(0.1t))
2. (71)
In this case, we let R = 5. The parameter of (67) is chosen as β = 20.
To guarantee the collision avoidance and connectivity maintenance,
the potential function partial derivative is chosen as Eqs. (36) and
(37) in [20], where dij = 0.5, ∀i, j. Fig. 5 shows that the center of
the agents’ positions tracks the optimal trajectory while the agents
remain connected and avoid collisions.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a time-varying distributed convex optimization prob-
lem was studied for continuous-time multi-agent systems, where the
objective was to minimize the sum of the local time-varying cost
functions. Each local cost function was only known to an individual
agent. Control algorithms have been designed for the cases of single-
integrator and double-integrator dynamics. In both cases, as a first
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Fig. 3. Trajectories of all agents along with the optimal trajectory using the
algorithm (38) -(41) for the local cost functions (70)
Fig. 4. Trajectories of all agents using the algorithm (48) and (59) for the
local cost functions (69)
step, a centralized approach has been introduced to solve the opti-
mization problem for convex time-varying cost functions. Then this
problem has been solved in a distributed manner and a discontinuous
algorithm with adaption gains has been proposed, where it was pos-
sible to rely on only local sensing. To relax the restricted assumption
imposed on the feasible cost functions, an estimator based algorithm
has been proposed, where the agents used dynamic average tracking
as a tool to estimate the centralized control input. However, the
necessity of communication between neighbors was the drawback of
the estimator based algorithm. Then in the case of double-integrator
dynamics, we have focused on extending our proposed algorithms to
improve them for real applications. Two continuous algorithms have
been proposed which employed continuous approximations of the
signum function. The first continuous algorithm used a time-varying
approximation of the signum function, where we have shown that the
team cost function was minimized and the agents reached consensus.
In the second continuous algorithm, a time-invariant approximation of
the signum function has been used which was easier to implement.
The trade-off was that there existed a bounded error between the
agents and the optimal trajectory. To add the inter-agent collision
avoidance capability into our algorithms, two distributed convex
optimization algorithms with swarm tracking behavior have been
proposed for single-integrator and double-integrator dynamics. It has
been shown that for both cases, the connectivity of the agents was
maintained while the agents avoided inter-agent collisions and the
center of the agents tracked the optimal trajectory.
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APPENDIX A
In this appendix an explanation is given on how Assumptions
3.8 and 4.2 can be, respectively, satisfied in Theorem 3.9 and
4.3. We focus on the more involved case in Theorem 4.3 while
a similar argument holds in the case in Theorem 3.9. Here we
show that Assumption 4.2 holds if the cost functions with iden-
tical Hessians satisfy certain conditions, referred as Condition (?)
for convenience, such that the boundedness of ‖xi(t)− xj(t)‖2
and ‖vi(t)− vj(t)‖2 for all t guarantees the boundedness of
‖∇fj(xj , t)−∇fi(xi, t)‖2,
∥∥ d
dt
∇fj(xj , t)− ddt∇fi(xi, t)
∥∥
2
and∥∥∥ ∂2∂t2∇fj(xj , t)− ∂2∂t2∇fi(xi, t)∥∥∥
2
for all t. As a result, if Condition
(?) is satisfied, then Assumption 4.2 holds.
In particular, we will show that under Condition (?), there always
exists a finite φ¯ which can be determined at time t = 0. With φ¯
determined, using the algorithm (29), ‖xi(t)− xj(t)‖ and ‖vi(t)−
vj(t)‖,∀t and ∀i, j ∈ I, will remain bounded for all t ≥ 0, which
implies that Assumption 4.2 holds. We show the argument in four
steps.
1) With identical Hessians, Assumption 4.2 holds if
‖∇fj(xj , t)−∇fi(xi, t)‖2,
∥∥ d
dt
∇fj(xj , t)− ddt∇fi(xi, t)
∥∥
2
and
∥∥∥ ∂2∂t2∇fj(xj , t)− ∂2∂t2∇fi(xi, t)∥∥∥
2
,∀t and ∀i, j ∈ I, are
bounded. Assume that the boundedness of ‖xi(t)− xj(t)‖2
and ‖vi(t)− vj(t)‖2 , ∀t guarantees the boundedness of
‖∇fj(xj , t)−∇fi(xi, t)‖2,
∥∥ d
dt
∇fj(xj , t)− ddt∇fi(xi, t)
∥∥
2
and
∥∥∥ ∂2∂t2∇fj(xj , t)− ∂2∂t2∇fi(xi, t)∥∥∥
2
, ∀t and ∀i, j ∈ I.
This is ensured by Condition (?). Denote the upper bounds
on ‖xi(t)− xj(t)‖2 and ‖vi(t)− vj(t)‖2 , ∀t and ∀i, j ∈ I,
as, respectively, βx and βv . It is easy to see that if there exist
constant βx and βv , there exists a constant φ¯, which in turn
guarantees the existence of bounded β¯, where β¯ > (N−1)φ¯
2
.
2) Our proof will be completed if we can show that there exist
constant βx and βv . In the remaining, we will show that not
only there exist constant βx and βv , but also it is sufficient to
determine these constants using the agents’ initial states. Two
conservative βx and βv are selected using the initial states as
βx =2
√
mλmax[P ]
Nλmin[P ]
(
max
i
∥∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
j=1
(xi(0)− xj(0))
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞
+ max
i
∥∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
j=1
(vi(0)− vj(0))
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞
)
+ γ
βv =2
√
mλmax[P ]
Nλmin[P ]
(
max
i
∥∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
j=1
(xi(0)− xj(0))
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞
+ max
i
∥∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
j=1
(vi(0)− vj(0))
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞
)
+ γ,
(72)
where γ is a positive constant, λmin[P ] > 0, and λmax[P ] >
0 with P defined in (34). Now, we will show that
‖xi(t)− xj(t)‖2 ≤ βx, ‖vi(t)− vj(t)‖2 ≤ βv, ∀i, j ∈ I
and ∀t.
3) We know that for W defined in (34) and for β¯ selected based
on the introduced constants βx and βv , we have W˙|t=0 < 0.
We will use a contradiction approach to show that such β¯
ensures W˙ ≤ 0, ∀t. Assume that there exists a time t = t at
which W˙ becomes positive, i.e, W˙|t=t > 0. By recalling the
selected conservative β¯, this is only possible if one or more
of the constants βx, and βv do not exist. This means that
there exist two agents k and l such that ‖xk(t)− xl(t)‖2 >
βx or ‖vk(t)− vl(t)‖2 > βv . Let us first suppose that
‖xk(t)− xl(t)‖2 > βx. Note that that W˙ (t) ≤ 0, ∀t ∈
[0, t), which means that W (t) ≤ W (0), ∀t ∈ [0, t).
Using (34), it is easy to see that ∀t ∈ [0, t) we have√
λmax[P ]
λmin[P ]
∥∥∥∥( eX(0)eV (0)
)∥∥∥∥
2
≥
∥∥∥∥( eX(t)eV (t)
)∥∥∥∥
2
. Now, using the
graph connectivity and the properties of the norms, it is easy
to show that
βx − γ = 2
√
mλmax[P ]
Nλmin[P ]
(
max
i
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
j=1
(xi(0)− xj(0))
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞
+ max
i
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
j=1
(vi(0)− vj(0))
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞
)
= 2
√
Nmλmax[P ]
λmin[P ]
(‖eX(0)‖∞
+ ‖eV (0)‖∞) ≥ 2
√
Nmλmax[P ]
λmin[P ]
∥∥∥∥( eX(0)eV (0)
)∥∥∥∥
∞
≥ 2
√
λmax[P ]
λmin[P ]
∥∥∥∥( eX(0)eV (0)
)∥∥∥∥
2
≥ 2
∥∥∥∥( eX(t)eV (t)
)∥∥∥∥
2
≥ 2 ‖eX(t)‖2 ≥ 2 maxi
∥∥∥∥∥∥xi(t)− 1N
∑
j=1
xj(t)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞
≥ ‖xk(t)− xl(t)‖ , ∀k, l ∈ I, and ∀ t ∈ [0, t).
Now, under the assumption of ‖xk(t)− xl(t)‖2 > βx
and using the selected βx in (72), we have
‖xk(t)− xl(t)‖2 − limt→t− ‖xk(t)− xl(t)‖2 > γ.
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However, lim
t→t− ‖xk(t)− xl(t)‖2 6= ‖xk(t)− xl(t)‖2,
contradicts with the continuity of the agents’ positions
as mentioned in Remark 3.6. Therefore, we have
‖xi(t)− xj(t)‖2 ≤ βx, ∀i, j ∈ I and ∀t. The same argument
can be made for showing ‖vi(t)− vj(t)‖2 ≤ βv, ∀i, j ∈ I
and ∀t, which is omitted here. We thus conclude that there
exists no time t = t, where W˙|t=t > 0.
For example, to satisfy Assumption 4.2 for the local cost function
fi(xi, t) = (axi+gi(t))
2 defined in Remark 3.11, it is only required
to satisfy Condition (?). It is easy to see that Condition (?) boils
down to the boundedness of ‖gi(t)− gj(t)‖2 , ‖g˙i(t)− g˙j(t)‖2, and
‖g¨i(t)− g¨j(t)‖2 ,∀t and ∀i, j ∈ I. Hence the boundedness of
‖gi(t)− gj(t)‖2 , ‖g˙i(t)− g˙j(t)‖2 , and ‖g¨i(t)− g¨j(t)‖2 ,∀t and
∀i, j ∈ I, is sufficient to ensure that Assumption 4.2 holds.
A similar argument can be done for satisfying Assumption 3.8
in Theorem 3.9. Here for cost functions with identical Hessians,
Condition (?) is such that the boundedness of ‖xi(t)− xj(t)‖2 for
all t guarantees the boundedness of ‖∇fj(xj , t)−∇fi(xi, t)‖2 and∥∥ ∂
∂t
∇fj(xj , t)− ∂∂t∇fi(xi, t)
∥∥
2
, ∀i, j ∈ I, for all t. As mentioned
in Remark 3.11, for the local cost function fi(xi, t) = (axi+gi(t))2,
Condition (?) boils down to the boundedness of ‖gi(t)− gj(t)‖2
and ‖g˙i(t)− g˙j(t)‖2 , ∀t and ∀i, j ∈ I. Hence the boundedness
of ‖gi(t)− gj(t)‖2 and ‖g˙i(t)− g˙j(t)‖2 is sufficient to ensure that
Assumption 3.8 holds.
APPENDIX B
In this appendix, we clarify how the boundedness of φi, ∀i ∈ I
and ∀t, in Theorem 5.2, can be satisfied. In particular, we show that
for bounded ‖gi(t)‖2 and ‖g˙i(t)‖2 , ∀t and ∀i ∈ I, there exists a
constant β such that β > ‖φi‖1 , ∀i ∈ I and ∀t. The constant β
can be determined at time t = 0 using the agents’ initial states and
the upper bounds on ‖gi(t)‖2 and ‖g˙i(t)‖2 , ∀t and ∀i ∈ I.
Denote the upper bounds on ‖xi(t)‖2 , ‖gi(t)‖2 and ‖g˙i(t)‖2 , ∀t
and ∀i ∈ I, as, respectively, βx, g¯ and ¯˙g. It is easy to see that if
there exist constant βx, g¯ and ¯˙g, there exists a constant β, where
β > ‖φi‖1 , ∀i ∈ I and ∀t. We show the argument in three steps.
1) It is assumed that ‖gi(t)‖2 and ‖g˙i(t)‖2 , ∀t and ∀i ∈ I, are
bounded. Hence, our proof will be completed if we can show
that there exists a constant βx. In the remaining, we will show
that not only there exists a constant βx, but also it is sufficient
to determine this constant using the agents’ initial states. Define
βx as
βx =
1
N
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
xi(0)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
+
2
σ
g¯ + (N − 1)R+ γ, (73)
where γ is a positive constant and R is defined in Definition 5.1.
We know that for W defined in (65) and for β selected based on
the introduced constants βx, g¯ and ¯˙g, we have W˙|t=0 < 0. We
will use a contradiction approach to show that such β ensures
W˙ ≤ 0, ∀t. Assume that there exists a time t = t at which W˙
becomes positive, i.e, W˙|t=t > 0. By recalling the selected
conservative β, this is only possible if there exists an agent
i such that ‖xi(t)‖2 > βx. Note that that W˙ (t) ≤ 0, ∀t ∈
[0, t), which means that Vij(t) is bounded, ∀t ∈ [0, t), which
in turn implies that the agents remain connected. Hence, it is
easy to see that ∀t ∈ [0, t) we have
‖xi(t)− xj(t)‖2 < (N − 1)R. (74)
2) Using W defined in (14) and similar to Theorem 3.9, we have
W˙ (t) < 0 (no matter consensus is reached or not), which in
turn implies that
∥∥∥∑Nj=1∇fj(xj , t)∥∥∥
2
is decreasing. Now, for
∇fi(xi, t) = σxi + gi(t), defined in Theorem 5.2, and using
the properties of the norms, it is easy to show that
σ
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
xi(t)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
−
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
gi(t)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
∇fi(xi(t), t)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
∇fi(xi(0), 0)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ σ
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
xi(0)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
+
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
gi(0)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
.
Using the upper bound g¯, we have ∀t∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
xi(t)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
xi(0)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
+
2N
σ
g¯. (75)
3) Now, using (74) and (75), it is easy to see that
‖xi(t)‖2 ≤
1
N
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
xi(0)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
+
2
σ
g¯ + (N − 1)R, (76)
∀i ∈ I and ∀t ∈ [0, t). Now, under the assumption of
‖xi(t)‖2 > βx and using the selected βx in (73), we have
‖xi(t)‖2 − limt→t− ‖xi(t)‖2 > γ. However, ‖xi(t)‖2 6=
lim
t→t− ‖xi(t)‖2 contradicts with the continuity of the agents’
positions as mentioned in Remark 3.6. Therefore, we have
‖xi(t)‖2 ≤ βx, ∀i ∈ I and ∀t. We thus conclude that there
exists no time t = t, where W˙|t=t > 0.
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